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Adverb is important in modern Chinese grammar, it can demonstrate the process 
of foreign students learning Chinese point of view. Tone adverbs are adverbs in 
modern. Chinese in larger quantities, use more complex category. In this paper,  
Interlingua theory, the use of error analysis methods and the use of survey methods, 
the Thai students learning Chinese tone adverbs of statistics. 
The paper is made of six parts: The first part, describes the tone of the 
word adverb meaning and purpose, the article describes the theoretical basis and  
research methods and corpus source. The second part, describes the modal in Chinese 
Ontology adverbs as a second language acquisition research. The third part describes 
the survey result and learns Chinese in Thailand. The fourth part, Thai student learned 
Chinese for tone adverbs and type or error analysis, the main cause of bias in the 
mother tongue of negative transfer, negative transfer of the target language knowledge 
because teacher, teaching materials reason. The five parts describes the tone of 
Chinese adverbs acquisition recommendations of the study. Teaching method of 
modal adverbs. The six part is the conclusion that Thai students in this study the use 
of adverbs in Chinese tone and under-researched. 
According to the survey design, this use of "800 Words in Modern Chinese",  
interpretation of cases of Chinese Function Words", "Modern Chinese Dictionary 
function words", "Chinese Proficiency Test Outline", and so included in Chinese  
modal adverbs. 
Through this survey, found that Thailand Prince of Songkla University, 70  
middle-level phase of the student's reason for bias is the negative impact of migration 
 in the native language, target language negative transfer of knowledge, teachers, 
causes of materials and the impact of learning strategies . The acquisition of adverbs 
 in Chinese tone arrangement, and some relatively easy acquisition, there are more 
difficult to grasp. 
Finally, for the middle-class views of teaching Thai students, the paper for 
teachers, teaching materials, teaching a number of recommendations that this study of 
Chinese students in Thailand, the situation of the tone adverbs lack. This paper aims 
















understanding of adverbs to improve the effectiveness of teaching  Thai students. 
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语教学在泰国发展迅速。截止到 2010 年 2 月，在泰国开设汉语课程的各级、各
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第二节  理论依据 
一、偏误分析理论 
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第二章  汉语语气副词研究成果综述 
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